Preliminaries. Let X be a set and [G] a family of subsets G of X, closed under finite unions and arbitrary intersections. We do not assume the (usual) convention that X and 0 are necessarily members of {G}. A pair T_ = (X, {G} ) is called a (topological) minusspace, where {G} indicates the family of closed sets of T_. One can, of course, extend every JT_ to a topological space T by adding X and 0 as closed sets.
A subset 5 of T_ is called squarecompact relative to T_, if for every family {C a } of compact subsets C a of T_, for which {SP\C a } is centered (that is the intersection of finitely many Sr\C a is nonempty), the intersection of all Sr\C a is nonempty.
One can prove: (i) The intersection of a compact and a squarecompact set is both compact and squarecompact.
(ii) The union of finitely many and the intersection of any number of squarecompact sets is squarecompact.
(iii) If in ZL every compact set is closed, then every closed set is squarecompact.
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A topological space is called a espace if the closed sets are exactly those sets for which the intersection with every compact closed set is compact. This notion is different from the well-known notion of a kspace (compactly generated space). However, every fe-space is a c-space and for those spaces in which compact sets are closed, both notions coincide.
The following notions are equivalent for a topological space T: (a) It is a c-space.
(b) Compact sets are closed and squarecompact sets are closed.
(c) Firstly, the intersection of a compact and a squarecompact set is closed; secondly, a set G is closed in T iff GC\C is closed for all compact sets C of T.
(d) Firstly, the intersection of two compact sets is compact; Secondly, G is closed, iff GC\C is compact for all compact C.
Which spaces are c-spaces? (iv) In every locally compact topological space (that is, every point has arbitrarily small compact neighborhoods) or in every space satisfying the first axiom of countability the following properties are equivalent:
(a) Every compact set is closed, (b) The space is a c-space, (c) The space is Hausdorff.
Antispaces. Let Xbeaset, 7L=(Z, {G}, {C}), TH. = (X, [C] , {G}) two minusspaces over X, where {G} denotes the family of all closed sets G and {C] the family of all compact sets C in r_, while {C] are the closed sets of Tt and {G} the compact sets of T*. So the identity map of X onto itself maps the closed (compact) sets of X onto the compact (closed) sets of Tt. Such a pair is called an antipair and 2"_ and Tt are called antispaces (of each other). A space T_ is an antispace, if there exists a Tt as indicated. Observe that antispaces determine each other. If in 7l_ the compact sets coincide with the closed sets, r_ and Tt coincide as e.g. is the case for compact Hausdorff spaces.
EXAMPLE. If X is any set, and T the discrete space over X, then T* is determined by the cofinite topology on X.
THEOREM. A minusspace is an antispace, iff the closed sets coincide with the squarecompact sets. The topological antispaces T are exactly the espaces.
Observe that the compact anti(minus)spaces T* pair off with the topological antispaces T. A minusspace is a compact antispace, iff every closed set is compact and the squarecompact sets coincide with the closed sets. Notice that according to (iv), most spaces of importance in mathematics are c-spaces.
A category of antispaces T and onto continuous mappings ƒ corresponds to the category of spaces T* and onto mappings ƒ* (ƒ* defined by the requirement, that the inverse of any compact image set is compact). This sets up an isomorphism as mentioned in the title. 
